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Abstract
The World Wide Web revolutionized the use of forms
in everyday private and business life by allowing a
move away from paper forms to easily accessible dig-
ital forms. Data captured using such HTML forms
could be processed using relational databases or other
applications that enforce and apply business logic.
Lately XForms has been introduced, offering a log-
ical evolution of digital data capture and dissemina-
tion using Internet and document technology.
This paper introduces two important new ideas.
The first one is the main focus of the paper: a novel
type of peer-to-peer web information system where
forms are first-class citizens containing extended ac-
cess rules of very fine granularity which govern read
and update rights to data objects associated to the
forms. The second idea, which we explore in a prelim-
inary section, forms a powerful motivation for the use
of such systems: the automatic and dynamic deriva-
tion of workflow processes from the access rules con-
tained in forms.
As such, the proposed system leverages current
forms and Internet technology to liberate the creation
and use of forms and reports, facilitating the capture
and dissemination of data, while allowing dynamic
management of work flows within organizations.
1 Introduction
The background for the theory developed in this pa-
per is a real-life problem. The Department of Math-
ematics & Computing at USQ would like its staff
to easily capture data from colleagues and students
through web-based forms, efficiently store that data,
and re-use the data captured by others, without
compromising security and access rights, and with-
out staff having to script their own web pages with
database functionality. In addition, while giving ev-
eryone the opportunity to create complex interactive
data-driven applications, the system which allows this
must be able to communicate with other such systems
on different peers, and show end-users the various ac-
tions which make up the workflow represented by a
form. The workflow is not defined a priori; instead,
addition of new forms may add or alter individual
steps.
Let us consider a brief example. Suppose the sec-
retary to the Dean creates a Leave Application form
to be filled in by staff members prior to going on leave.
The Dean must approve the application, after which
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it is sent to human resources and cannot be altered
anymore. Prior to the Dean’s approval, the applicant
may change the dates of the application, but he can-
not do so after approval is given. Months later, it
is decided that the Head of Department (HoD) must
give a separate approval, prior to the Dean’s. A sim-
ple change of the form’s definition must add this new
information and alter the original access rules, which
changes the workflow graph.
Another example in which data is re-used by differ-
ent peers is given by the Publications Form. Suppose
staff member John makes a form available to all staff
in which they can enter and alter details of publica-
tions of which they are an author, and let others use
parts of the entered information. Now suppose an-
other staff member, Jill, wants to extend this form.
She might create a form definition that re-uses John’s
data objects, but extends them with her own. End-
users may enter data in either form, after which the
basic publication data as defined in John’s form is
available to everyone, as long as the access rights are
satisfied.
These two scenarios constitute a basis for propos-
ing a new paradigm for web based information sys-
tems in which forms are first-class citizens represent-
ing complex, distributed instances and in which work-
flows are dynamically built up from the access rules
present in form definitions.
Motivation. To the best of our knowledge, a sys-
tem that allows all these functions does not yet exist.
Currently, parts of the problem can be solved using
various techniques and tools. For example, capturing
data can be done by a distributed database, where
users create their own tables and re-use information
by using views1 defined by others. Electronic forms
can be generated using HTML and special purpose
scripts, or the recent XForms [14] recommendation
may be used depending on available implementations.
In the latter case, access rights to data elements, and
a concept of workflow, still need to be coded sep-
arately. Finally, commercial workflow systems (e.g.
[7, 22]) require a complex design phase and implemen-
tation performed usually by specialists outside of the
organization, after which adaptations in the business
actions require a new cycle of design and implemen-
tation.
Hence, the two main motivations for this research
are as follows. Firstly, we want to ultimately create
truly enabling software that allows individuals a fairly
easy way to create electronic forms, capture data with
them that will be stored efficiently, and generate re-
ports of data captured by their own forms but also
those of other, distributed, users so long as this is
allowed by access rules.
Secondly, as forms defined in the system include
1This then raises the problem of updating relational views.
access rights, a workflow process is automatically as-
sociated with them. There is no need for a complex
design phase for constructing a workflow, and any up-
dates to the access rules (or new ones in a new form)
incrementally modify the associated workflow. In ad-
dition to this significant benefit, we want to give cre-
ators of forms an easy method to check if the desired
end states of the form can indeed be reached, and
want to inform users of a form how the data is used
(if this is allowed by the creator). These are proper-
ties that can be derived once the graph representing
the workflow is constructed.
Contribution. The twin motivations listed above
naturally translate in two research goals. The main
contribution of this paper, however, lies with the for-
malization of the form-based peer-to-peer web infor-
mation system. Specifically we formalize schemas for
forms, and define the access rules language.
A secondary contribution lies in the exploratory
fifth section by describing research questions associ-
ated to the derivation of workflow processes implied
by access rules in forms.
Organization. This paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we discuss both technical and theoreti-
cal work related to ours. In Section 3 we present the
formal model for form-based peer-to-peer web infor-
mation systems. We present the access rule language
in Section 4 which will also be used to infer workflows,
as explored in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we give
a brief conclusion, discuss implementations, and out-
line the next steps in our ongoing research of deciding
workflow processes in electronic form systems.
2 Related Work
The examples briefly described in the introduction
point to both a variety of tools and systems that
can be used to implement such a system, and also
a variety of fundamental topics and concepts that are
being drawn upon. In the first category, we may
list tools such as XForms and server-side scripting
languages (e.g. PHP) which facilitate communication
with database servers (e.g. PostgreSQL). On the the-
ory side, clearly all of the following are relevant: work-
flow theory, data and schema integration, distributed
databases, views, peer-to-peer information systems,
and security.
2.1 XForms
Many practical problems associated with electronic
forms as implemented by html have recently been
solved by the introduction of the XForms recom-
mendation by the World Wide Web consortium [14].
In our work, we use XForms as but one of the
tools to solve our technical problem; indeed, we use
its strengths such as its Model-View-Controller de-
sign pattern, its client-side validation, construction
of XML output, and so on. Importantly, however, we
add many desirable fundamental features, thus sug-
gesting new avenues of study in the context of future
versions of XForms.
Looking at some important practical differences
between our form-based information system and
XForms, we list the following three issues:
• Database connection. In XForms, it is possible
to read data from and write data to a database.
But the tables must already exist, requiring form
designers to know the schema and provide the
correct sql expressions.
In contrast, in our system form designers need
only to focus on creating the schema of their
form, possibly re-using other form schemas; read
and write access to and from the database, as
well as preceding data-definition statements, are
handled automatically.
• Access rules. In XForms, there are no rules to
regulate access to data stored in the XML in-
stance or a database. It is assumed that all
data in the XML source is accessible, or that the
database handles access rights. In the latter case,
the form designer may not have full control over
these constraints.
In our proposed system, access rules are an ex-
plicit part of the form’s definition, under control
of the form’s designer, and enforced by the forms
server.
• Workflow modelling. There is also no notion of
a workflow process attached to XForms; fields
may be entered in a random order, although some
values are calculated from others, and constraints
may reference other fields.
The access rules we require in a form’s definition
implicitly impose an order in which fields may
be assigned values. Hence it is possible to infer
a workflow process corresponding to a form.
Turning to some more theoretical issues w.r.t.
XForms, we note that the recommendation is very
complex owing to the fact that users have a very ex-
pressive language in which to describe forms. Not
only does XForms use the full power of XML Schema’s
type system, it also introduces a rich constraint lan-
guage. This expressivity precludes finding decidable
problems such as completion. In our ongoing work,
we will take a different approach, limiting expressive-
ness to allow the study of decidability problems.
2.2 Workflow Processes
The secondary aim of this paper is to investigate un-
der which conditions (in the form of a data model and
access rules language) it is possible to automatically
construct a workflow graph corresponding to a form
definition.
Research in the area of workflow modelling [3] has
been active since the late eighties and has led to the
commercial development of various Workflow Man-
agement Systems (WfMS) [18]. The main perspec-
tives have traditionally been (1) control flow (or pro-
cess), (2) resource (or organization), (3) data (or in-
formation), (4) task (or function), and (5) operation
(or application) perspectives [2]. Often the aim has
been to extend modelling concepts to better capture
various subtle details of these perspectives. Dynamic
derivation of workflow processes has not yet received
attention, and constitutes a very significant motiva-
tion for using form-based information systems, which
are the main contribution of this paper. The most
relevant perspective relating to workflow research in
our setting is the data perspective, as electronic forms
record data and do this progressively on availability
of other data previously entered.
In contrast, in Workflow Patterns [5] control flow
(constraints on order of processing, synchronization,
etc) is more important than data-flow. In our case,
we focus on the flow of data and the operations per-
formed on them; control-flow more or less implicitly
follows from the data-flow.
Hence, a workflow case in the context of this pa-
per is an instance over a certain form’s schema, an
action corresponds to the entry of data in a part of
a form, and the workflow process is the sequence of
actions that can be executed to arrive at a correctly
completed form as defined by the access rules over the
data provided by the form’s designer.
Workflow Mining. Another area in workflow re-
search recently has been the mining of workflow pro-
cesses from diverse information sources such as trans-
action and event logs [4, 8]. In this case, as in our
work, workflow processes are not modelled ahead of
time by experts. However, the focus is significantly
different from ours, and the two methods are com-
pletely independent.
Finally, in our own previous work [16, 17], we
have discussed formal methods to decide when two
workflow processes are the same, and have also pre-
sented non-destructive methods to integrate form-
based views in workflow systems.
2.3 Databases, Modelling, Integration, Dis-
tribution, and Views
The largest area of research relevant to this paper is
most obviously that of databases. Several topics are
especially relevant. Firstly, our form definitions con-
tain a schema strongly based on entity-relationship
modelling. Instances over the schemas correspond
in fact to nested relations, a concept widely studied
in the seventies of the previous century. We repre-
sent the instances as trees and will normally serialize
them as XML documents, another popular, if much
more recent, database research area. Likewise, the
schemas will be expressed in a language based on
XML Schema. In addition, our access rules language
is based on a subset of XPath corresponding to first
order logic restricted to two variables (FO2).
Distributed Databases and Peer-to-Peer Infor-
mation Systems. A clear design decision for our
forms system has been to use the powerful notion
of peer-to-peer information systems. Rather than
describing one centralized forms server, we assume
groups of users each have their own server which com-
municates with peers to access forms, obtain data
stored at other locations, and add to that data. This
aspect opens up many interesting topics already stud-
ied in the context of distributed databases. We shall
assume solutions from that field rather than re-invent
the wheel. However, two related issues deserve some
additional attention: views and data & schema inte-
gration.
Data and Schema Integration. Both within a
single peer as between various peers, it is possible
and desirable to reuse schemas introduced by differ-
ent forms. Schema integration is a very complex and
widely studied topic in the context of databases sys-
tems [10, 11, 20, 21]. In our case, some of the complex-
ities are irrelevant, while other results are very much
applicable. However, the main difference, from a data
integration perspective, is that we don’t limit integra-
tion to read-only data. Indeed, we must allow users
to read information from various peers representing
an integrated schema, but we must also enable them
to update this data. This further complicates inte-
gration considerably, however, the description of our
form-based information system will adequately sup-
port a simple and efficient procedure for reading and
writing data from various sources.
Views. Our data model stores a collection of log-
ically related data structured in accordance to the
schemas present in forms. In a real sense, each form
schema plus its access rules acts as a view on the
underlying data model. The isa constraints that we
define in Section 3 are able to project parts from differ-
ent entities. The join operation is present in the mod-
elling of relations in the schema. And some form of
selection is done when applying access rules. Hence,
creators of forms have an implicit view language at
their disposal, and the problem of view updatability
and maintenance appears.
The data model can be implemented in various
types of database systems; usually, a relational dbms
will be used because our nested relations-like in-
stances can be translated easily to this model. Alter-
natively, native or XML-enabled databases can also
be used. When a relational system is chosen, results
from research into relational views can be used [12].
Research into updating XML views is currently un-
derway [19].
2.4 Security and Authentication
Forms systems collect, store, retrieve and dissemi-
nate possibly sensitive information. It is essential
that such systems provide secure access to data when
required. The area of security has been and contin-
ues to be thoroughly studied. Formal languages for
expressing security relationships have also been de-
fined [15, 24]. In our work, we take a rather database-
oriented approach to security; in Section 4 we describe
a rule language that enables a forms creator to define
precisely who can create, read and delete data cor-
responding to forms. These rules will be part of the
data dictionary of the forms system.
A reliable authentication process together with
data encryption, typically based on public key cryp-
tography and digital certificates, is needed in addition
to the access rules to build a truly secure system. It
is assumed that these authentication and encryption
procedures are available as a service to the form-based
information system, and so is outside the scope of the
current work.
Authentication on single server systems is a
straightforward operation. Extending authentication
seamlessly to systems where data is shared across
multiple peers is not so simple. We certainly wish to
avoid the situation were a user is required to identify
herself to every peer that is involved in a forms trans-
action. Instead, authentication should be carried out
at the primary forms server, and inter-peer negoti-
ation should propagate appropriate access rights to
data on other servers. This problem as yet requires
additional research.
3 FormWIS Data Model
We proceed with describing what a form-based web
information system (FormWIS) is, and define the
data model that it uses.
Form-based Web Information System. A
FormWIS is a cooperative information system that
presents all data to the user in electronic web forms.
As such it offers a view on the underlying data model
that can be updated through data entry in the form.
Users can perform all manipulations of the presented
data if this is allowed by the access rules that are part
of the definition of a form2.
Users can add new forms that may or may not
share information with previously defined forms. The
underlying data model is then automatically extended
with the extra information in this new form defini-
tion. The access rules associated to the new data are
determined by the user who defined the form.
2This implies that users may have to identify themselves by sup-
plying, for example, a password. We assume such an authentication
mechanism is present.
A FormWIS will cooperate with peers over a net-
work, making data sharing between disparate organi-
zations possible. What is special and desirable about
FormWISs, is that they allow a more natural evolu-
tion of data capturing and liberal reuse of information
sources both within an organization and with third
parties, while maintaining strict rules about who has
which type of access to which data. In addition, as
will be discussed in Section 5, they allow for auto-
matic and dynamic modelling of a workflow process.
3.1 Formal Definitions
To foster a clear understanding of the FormWIS data
model, we will first define schemas and instances over
schemas, before turning to two different semantics of
instances.
3.1.1 Schemas and Instances
A FormWIS stores definitions of forms and instances
that belong to a form. We will defer the formal defi-
nition of a form to Section 4, but one important part
of a form is its schema. In turn, a schema consists of
several parts. We first define a frame.
Definition 1 (Frame) A frame is a tuple F =
(C,R, s, t) where
• C is a set of class names partitioned into Ce, the
entity classes, and Cv, the value classes
• R a set of relation names
• s : R→ Ce and t : R→ C giving the source and
target classes of a relation.
A frame is said to be a forest frame if the correspond-
ing multi-graph is a forest.
Author
Book
writes
Name
Title
hasname
hastitle
Figure 1: An example of a frame.
Example 1 Consider the following frame F which
will be used in the context of a form capturing book
publication details for authors. F = (C,R, t, s)
where C = Ce ∪ Cv with Ce = {Author, Book}
and Cv = {Name, Title}. R = {writes, hasname,
hastitle}, and s(writes) = {Author: dekeyser } =
s(hasname). Furthermore, s(hastitle) = {Book} =
t(writes), t(hasname) = {Name: }, and t(hastitle) =
{Title}. A graphical representation of this frame is
shown in Figure 1.
One of the central ideas in our work is that we argue
that forms are usually hierarchical in nature. It there-
fore seems natural to use an hierarchical data model
like nested relations or XML. However, we will want
to modelmany-to-many relations such as the relation-
ship between the classes Book and Author, which is
more easily done in a graph-based model such as the
Entity-Relationship Model (ER Model) or the Object
Exchange Model (OEM).
Definition 2 (Instance of frame) An instance of
a frame F = (C,R, s, t) is a tuple (O, IC , IR) where
• O a set of objects partitioned into Oe, entities,
and Ov, values
• IC : C → 2O the class interpretation function
such that IC(c) ⊆ Oe if c ∈ Ce and IC(c′) ⊆ Ov
if c′ ∈ Cv
• IR : R → 2O×O the relation interpretation func-
tion such that for all (o1, o2) ∈ IR(r) it holds that
o1 ∈ IC(s(r)) and o2 ∈ IC(t(r)).
Example 2 Consider the following instance I of
frame F presented in Example 1: I = (O, IC , IR)
where O = Oe ∪Ov with Oe = {a1, a2, a3, b1, b2} and
Ov = {knuth, date, widom, programming, databases}.
Furthermore, IC(Author: dekeyser ) = {a1, a2, a3}
and IC(Book) = {b1, b2}. Finally, IR(writes) ={(a1, b1), (a2, b1), (a2, b2), (a3, b2)}, IR(hasname) ={(a1,knuth), (a2,date), (a3,widom)}, and
IR(hastitle) = {(b1,programming), (b2,databases)}.
An instance of a frame can also be thought of as a
labelled graph where the nodes are labelled with sets
of classes (meaning that a node is an object in each
of those classes) and edges are labelled with the name
of a relationship.
Definition 3 (Instance graph) The graph of an
instance (O, IC , IR) of a frame (C,R, s, t) is the tuple
(O,E, λ) where
• O is the set of nodes,
• E = {(o1, r, o2)|(o1, o2) ∈ IR(r)} is the set of
labelled edges
• λ : O → 2C the node labelling function such that
λ(o) = {c ∈ C|o ∈ IC(c)}.
Example 3 The instance formulated in Example 2
can be presented as the graph shown in Figure 2.
writes
writes writes
writes
hasname hasname
hasname
hastitle hastitle
a1 a2 a3
b1 b2
Knuth Date Widom
programming databases
Figure 2: An instance graph for Frame F presented
in Example 1, with the λ labelling function omitted
for clarity.
We are now ready to define the schema of a form.
Definition 4 (Schema) A schema is a tuple S =
(F,K) where F is a forest frame and K a set of con-
straints over F . These can be any type of constraint
but we will assume here that they are of the following
forms: c1 isac2, r1 isa↓ r2 and r1 isa↑ r2 with c1, c2 ∈ C
and r1, r2 ∈ R.
This definition allows us to create one conceptual
schema from a variety of schemas each belonging to
different forms. Thus, a form’s schema is a forest
frame consisting of one tree plus isa constraints.
These constraints can refer to classes or relationships
within the form’s frame, but also to other forms’
frames. It is only when taking the schemas of all
forms together that one, purely conceptual, schema
emerges; this super schema is a forest of trees with
isa ‘vines’ between them. An example is given in
Figure 3.
Note that it is the inclusion of the isa constraints
in our theoretical data model that allows implemen-
tations to become peer-to-peer, hence providing the
functionality alluded to in the title of this paper. In-
deed, in Figure 3 the separate schemas that make up
the conceptual super schema may be present on dif-
ferent peers.
3.1.2 Graph and Tree-based Semantics
Whereas a form’s schema is a tree, a corresponding
instance is actually a graph. Clearly the writes rela-
tion used in the previous examples is many-to-many,
meaning that an author has written several books and
a book may be written by several authors. Thus, the
corresponding instance is a graph, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.
However, we would like instances to be trees, for
a variety of reasons. First, because a form’s schema
is hierarchical, we would like to render its instances
as trees on the users’ screens. Exactly how the ren-
dering should indicate that two objects shown is ac-
tually one and the same object is a gui issue that
we don’t discuss here. An instance being a tree also
allows data to be serialized as XML documents (per-
haps using attribute references), which can then be
further manipulated using languages such as XSLT
and XQuery. The main reason, however, will become
clear in Section 5: without hierarchical instances it is
not possible to describe individual states in the state
diagram corresponding to the form’s workflow model.
To allow users to specify many-to-many relation-
ships in the presence of both hierarchical schemas
and instances, we will require them to use isa con-
straints. Consider that we have a second form whose
schema S′ = (F ′,K). The frame F ′ is similar to F :
F ′ = (C ′, R′, s′, t′), C ′ = {Book’, Author’}, R′ =
{written}, s′(written) = {Book’}, and t′(written) =
{Author’}. In addition, the setK has the following isa
constraints: Book′ isaBook, Author′ isaAuthor, and
written isa↑ writes. The conceptual super schema is
given in Figure 3.
Author
Author'Book
Book'isa isa
isa
writes written
Figure 3: An example of a conceptual super schema
obtained from schemas S and S′.
In the presence of such isa constraints, we must
define the semantics of instances. We first turn to
graph instances.
Definition 5 (Graph Instance) A graph instance
of a schema S = (F,K) is an instance (O, IC , IR) of
F that satisfies the constraints in K:
1. if c1 isa c2 ∈ K then IC(c1) ⊆ IC(c2)
2. if r1 isa↓ r2 ∈ K then IR(r1) ⊆ IR(r2)
3. if r1 isa↑ r2 ∈ K then IR(r1)−1 ⊆ IR(r2)
and the following two general constraints:
1. disjointness if o ∈ IC(c1)∩ IC(c2) then there is a
c3 ∈ C such there are isa paths from c3 to both
c1 an c2 and o ∈ IC(c3)
2. surjectivity if o ∈ IC(t(r)) then there is an o′
such that (o′, o) ∈ IR(r)
Note 1 We make the following remarks about this
definition:
• The disjointness constraint we use means that
if an object belongs to two distinct classes, then
these classes have a common subclass of which
the object is also a member. This constraint is
more liberal than requiring for two classes to be
disjoint there should be no directed path of isa
edges between them.
• There can be implicit isa constraints that are
logically implied by the set K. In previous work,
we have shown how they can be derived. We as-
sume in this paper that this derivation happens
automatically when a form is submitted.
• To have a simple notion of “location” of data we
will assume that there are no cycles of isa edges
and there is no multiple inheritance. Under these
conditions there is always a unique highest class
for an object, which might be considered as the
true storage location of the data.
Example 4 The instance graph shown in Figure 2 is
a graph instance since for the preceding examples the
set of isa constraints K is empty, and the disjointness
and surjectivity constraints are satisfied.
As we will not be using graph instances, but hi-
erarchical instances, we now turn to the tree-based
semantics.
Definition 6 (Tree Instance) A tree instance of a
schema S = (F,K) is an instance (O, IC , IR) of frame
F plus an equivalence relation ≡ ⊆ O ×O such that
the graph of the instance is a forest and nodes are
labelled by λ with at most one class, and moreover
satisfies the constraints in K under ≡:
1. if c1 isa c2 ∈ K then I≡C (c1) ⊆ I≡C (c2) where
I≡C (c) = {[o]≡|o ∈ IC(c)}
2. if r1 isa↓ r2 ∈ K then I≡R (r1) ⊆ I≡R (r2) where
I≡R (r) = {([o1]≡, [o2]≡)|(o1, o2) ∈ IR(r)}
3. if r1 isa↑ r2 ∈ K then I≡R (r1)−1 ⊆ I≡R (r2)
and the following four general constraints:
1. disjointness if o1 ∈ IC(c1), o2 ∈ IC(c2) and o1 ≡
o2 then there is a c3 ∈ C and o3 ∈ IC(c3) such
o2 ≡ o3 and there are isa paths from c3 to both
c1 an c2 and o ∈ IC(c3)
2. surjectivity if o ∈ IC(t(r)) then there is an o′
such that (o′, o) ∈ IR(r)
3. duplicate-free attributes3 if (o1, o2) ∈ IR(r) and
(o1, o3) ∈ IR(r) then o2 6≡ o3
4. equivalent common attributes4 if o1, o2 ∈
IC(s(r)), o1 ≡ o2 and (o1, o3) ∈ IR(r) then
there is an o4 ∈ O such that o3 ≡ o4 and
(o1, o4) ∈ IR(r)
It is important to understand (1) why the graph
semantics and the tree semantics are not equivalent,
and (2) why this is not important in the context of
this paper. However, the reasons for this can only be
given when we have defined the access rules.
3Every equivalence class appears only once in attribute.
4Equivalent nodes have the same set of equivalence classes in
common attributes.
writes
writes writes
writes
hasname hasname
hasname
hastitle hastitle
a1 a2 a3
b1 b2'
Knuth Date Widom
programming databases'
hastitle
b1'
programming'
hastitle
b2
databases
Figure 4: A tree instance corresponding to the graph
instance shown in Figure 2.
4 Access Rules
We have now defined the data model for the forms
system. Up to now a form has a hierarchical schema
to which a number of hierarchical instances corre-
spond. This means that users accessing a form can
now be shown instances of the form, and can also
make changes to the instance. However, we need to
be able to specify access rules to each object in the
instance. We will describe such rules in this section.
4.1 Actions on Data
Users of the forms system will want to do a number
of things with it. Firstly, they want to open a form to
see the instances that are associated with it. Clearly,
it should be possible to restrict users to see only in-
stances they are entitled to see, as defined by the
form’s designer. Secondly, they will want to update
information in the form, either by changing values in
an existing instance, or by creating a new instance all
together.
A good example is the paper submission form
present in our department. Users of the form will
want to see those details of all papers that they are
entitled to see. They will also want to be able to
change the title of a paper, but only if it’s a paper of
which they are an author. Likewise, they should be
able to add a new paper as long as they are an author
of it.
In our system, we will allow the designer of a form
to specify access rights tied to the schema of the form.
The access rules in the schema will be evaluated over
the corresponding instances, and only those objects
in the instance where the rules are satisfied will be
accessible.
CRUD. Of the usual CRUD (Create, Read, Up-
date, Delete) rules used for accessing data objects,
only the C, R, and D rights will be needed. This is
because our rules will be tied to edges in the data
model, and edges have no properties of their own,
making an update of an edge meaningless. Updating
the value of a property of a class involves removing
an edge and creating a new one. Furthermore, as in
previous work [13], we will only consider leaf opera-
tions: edges can be created or deleted if they appear
as leafs in the tree. Larger operations on the tree
(such as a move) can be simulated by a sequence of
leaf operations.
Note that there is no need for propagation of updates
between different peers, as each individual data item
is stored at a unique location and peers that use it
must obtain it from this location1.
Handling updates on form schemas when they are
used across different peers is another matter. We as-
sume that in such instances the system will notify
affected users.
4.2 Access Rule Language and Forms
As mentioned in Section 2, our access rule language
is based on a limited subset of XPath correspond-
ing to FO2. Specifically, we use XPath’s surface syn-
tax, including conditions containing path expressions,
but excluding the descendent-or-self axis (denoted as
//). As our instances resemble nested relations more
than semi-structured data, the nesting depth is al-
ways fixed in the schema, thus making this axis un-
necessary.
The path expressions can be used on their own,
meaning that existence of the end-node is checked, or
in a comparison to a constant or one of three system
variables userid, date, and time. In addition, path
expressions can be combined using and, or, and not.
Definition 7 (Access Rule) Given a frame F =
(C,R, s, t), an access rule is a tuple (e, o, r) with edge
e ∈ R, o a create, read, or delete operation, and r an
access rule expression.
Thus, access rules are attached to edges in the frame
of a schema and indicate that the operation in ques-
tion may be performed when the access rule expres-
sion evaluates to true. An access rule is evaluated
over each instance tree of the forest of instances be-
longing to a schema. Evaluation of a path expression
starts from the node in the tree that corresponds to
the class from which edge e departs in the schema.
Note that this definition of an access rule allow
very fine-grained security provisions. Indeed, access
is regulated to the level of individual attributes, giv-
ing the designer of a form full control over how data
captured through her form, but also other forms that
re-use part of her schema, is used.
Definition 8 (Form) A form is a tuple (S,A) where
S is a schema with a frame F that is a single tree,
and A is a set of access rules.
The notion of a form is the central idea in this paper:
a form represents a tree-like data model with isa
constraints and a set of access rules, and corresponds
with a forest of tree instances over its schema. Users
may access and edit the instances as long as the access
rules are satisfied. Individual objects in the instances
may be shared over various forms.
A Comprehensive Example. We now show how
the real-life example described in the Introduction can
be solved in our forms-based information system. Fig-
ure 5 gives a graphical representation of the schema of
the Leave Application form. A non-exhaustive list of
corresponding access rules is given in Figure 6. Note
that we use the abbreviation U as a shorthand for
both create and delete rules.
Rule (1) means that users can only create new
leave applications for themselves. Rule (2) means
that users can only see their own applications, except
for the Dean and the Head of Department, who can
see all applications. The begin and end dates for leave
applications can only be changed by the user whose
application it is, as stated by rules (3) and (4), and
only if the Head of Department has not already ap-
proved the application. Rule (5) indicates that only
1Of course, for efficiency reasons, an actual implementation may
choose to propagate updates instead; our model doesn’t necessitate
this but does allow it.
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Figure 5: The Schema of the Leave Application Form.
(l, C, ./uid = userid) (1)
(l, R, ./uid = userid ∨ ./f/d/uid = userid ∨ ./p/h/uid = userid) (2)
(b, U, ../uid = userid ∧ not(./hodOK)) (3)
(e, U, ../uid = userid ∧ not(./hodOK)) (4)
(x, U, ./ready ∧ ../p/h/uid = userid) (5)
(y, U, ./hodOK ∧ ../f/d/uid = userid) (6)
Figure 6: Some access rules for the Leave Application Form.
the Head of Department can set the hodOK attribute
to true, and only if the user has indicated that her
application is ready. Hence, the system can automat-
ically notify the Head of Department that his input is
sought, when rule (5) is satisfied. This illustrates how
control-flow is derived from the access rules. Finally,
rule (6) says that the Dean can approve the applica-
tion when the Head of Department has already done
so.
The definition of a form indicates that it is the
form’s creator (or owner) that sets up the access
rules for individual data items described in the form’s
schema. When another person creates a new form
that re-uses all or part of the original form’s schema,
the original access rules still apply, in addition to any
new access rules defined by the new form. To give an
example, suppose the above Leave Application form
was created by the Faculty, but the Head of Depart-
ment wants to capture additional data if his staff are
applying for leave (e.g. he wants them to supply a
reason). His new form will re-use the original form’s
schema and access rules, and in addition he can add
rules. All rules must be satisfied before the operation
can proceed. If the HoD wants the original rules to be
modified, he will need to negotiate with the owner of
the form that first defined the rule. We argue that this
precisely captures real-life dynamics within an orga-
nization, making significantly liberated capture and
re-use of data possible while maintaining the highest
level of security.
4.3 Information Leakage
While the access rules language we presented provides
a very powerful yet elegant method to constrain ac-
cess, the method is not water tight. Consider the fol-
lowing scenario: form designer Bob creates a class C1
and specifies that only he can read it. Now suppose a
second person Alice creates a form with a class C2 and
specifies that the class C2 may be read if C1.a = x
(where a is some attribute of C1 and x is a value for
a). Alice (and others) can now infer the the value of
C1.a by attempting to modify C2, which is against
the access rule specified by Bob.
A simple access rule evaluator will hence allow in-
formation leakage in certain cases. A somewhat naive
solution would be to decree that access rules may only
be evaluated over parts of the instance tree that the
user may see. However, this is circular as now visibil-
ity may become dependent on visibility.
It seems that information leakage, however, is a
decidable property of a set of access rules. Hence, a
practical solution to this potential security concern is
to check newly submitted forms with their access rules
and reject those that test positive for the information
leakage property.
5 Workflow Processes
It is clear that the access rules not only regulate who
can see and update which part of the instance, but
also that these rules impose an order on updates.
Hence, it would be very useful if our system could
automatically derive the workflow process associated
to this form. We investigate this in a preliminary
manner in this section.
The reason why we include this rather informal
discussion in this paper is twofold: firstly, automatic
derivation of workflow processes is one of the main
motivations for introducing form-based information
systems. Secondly, the section will show that there
are some highly interesting, non-trivial research prob-
lems to be found in this topic. This is the sec-
ondary contribution of this paper, and may perhaps
inform the direction of continued research associated
to XForms.
The leave application form detailed in the previous
C:s
U:r+
U:x+
U:y+
U:y-U:x-U:b U:e
Figure 7: The Leave Application Workflow Process.
section illustrates that a form corresponds to a work-
flow process. In workflow literature, processes are
usually modelled using finite state machines or more
often using Petri nets [1, 23]. We will first examine fi-
nite state machines, attempting to establish whether
one can be derived automatically for a form. Figure 7
shows a finite state machine (excluding some transi-
tions for simplicity) modelling the workflow process
of the leave application form shown in Figure 5.
States correspond to separate steps (or actions) in
the workflow process. They represent an instance of
the form at a certain time. A specific update of the
instance represents a transition to another state.
The transitions are labelled with an abbreviation
of the operation performed on the instance repre-
sented by the starting state of the transition. For
example, U:x+ means an update of edge x with value
true (minus meaning false), while C:s means the cre-
ation of a new edge s to a new object of the LeaveApp
class.
Importantly, the FSM in Figure 7 shows that differ-
ent end states may exist. For this purpose, we extend
the definition of a Form to include a completed form
formula, expressed in the access rule language, which
describes ‘completion’ end states; i.e., states that the
creator of the form has indicated are acceptable com-
pletions of the form.
An interesting research question can now be posed:
can we represent a form’s workflow process using fi-
nite state machines such that reachability of comple-
tion states is decidable?
5.1 Canonical Instances
The first problem we need to solve is that of find-
ing a finite representation of the infinite number of
instances that may correspond to a form. The num-
ber of instances is infinite even when only structure
is concerned and specific values are disregarded, since
a relationship between two classes in a schema may
have a many-to-many participation constraint. Fig-
ure 8 shows some instances for a simple frame involv-
ing relationships a and b.
Figure 8 also illustrates that it is possible to parti-
tion the set of infinite instances into a finite number of
equivalence classes, which we call canonical instances.
From the perspective of the access rule language (at
least when considering only unary path expressions
that check whether a node exists but does not com-
pare values) each member of a canonical instance is
indistinguishable from another member.
In the example, canonical instance I represents all
instances in which no a edge exists (and hence no b
edge under it). Canonical instance II represents all
instances in which at least one a exists, but none of
them have a b child. The third canonical instance
represents those that have at least one a edge, and
each of them has a b edge. Finally, canonical instance
IV contains instances that have at least one a, and at
least one of those has a b child.
Theorem 1 (Canonical Instances) The set of all
tree instances of a form can be partitioned into a finite
number of canonical instances.
Clearly it is very important that we now have a finite
number of canonical instances, since finding a finite
state machine representing a form’s workflow process
involves finding a finite set of states for the automa-
ton.
Note that we can only create canonical instances
for tree instances, not for graph instances. That is
why we presented both in Section 3, and stated that
we have to use the tree instances instead of the graph
instances.
Unfortunately, a finite set of states for the FSM
is not sufficient. Consider that transitions between
instances going left to right in Figure 8’s top row rep-
resent addition operations that add an a edge, while
transitions in the opposite direction represent dele-
tions of such edges. The problem is that the transition
from canonical instance II to I also involves a deletion
of the ‘last’ a remaining in II. We require these cases
to be in two different canonical instances, because our
XPath-based access rule language can distinguish be-
tween the two (e.g. /a). Hence, we require counting
to determine if a transition stays within a canonical
instance, or results in another canonical instance.
The conclusion is that we cannot use canonical in-
stances as the states and update operations as the
transitions of the FSM that is to represent the work-
flow process of a form. Therefore we briefly consid-
ered using Petri nets because they have the ability to
do some counting using different tokens inside places.
Unfortunately, use of inhibitor arcs [9] proved neces-
sary to perform the counting we need, thus making
reachability undecidable.
5.2 Decidability
The problems outlined above indicate that checking
reachability of completion states is undecidable.
Theorem 2 (Undecidability) Given a form with a
schema, access rules, and a completed form formula,
it is undecidable whether a completion state can be
reached.
The proof involves reduction to the two-counter au-
tomaton, a FSM with two registers that contain whole
numbers, and that can check whether the registers
contain 0. Transitions increment or decrement the
registers. It is well known that two-counters are
Turing-complete. We can simulate the registers us-
ing edges in instances, and check for 0 by expressing
for example not(a).
One positive result so far, involves dead-end states,
or instances of a form that cannot be changed any-
more. Dead-ends are usually interpreted in a negative
way: as states that should not be reached because the
...
...
...
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Figure 8: (Canonical) Instances over a simple schema. Some edge labels omitted for clarity.
system then enters a deadlock. However, it may be
the case that a completed form formula describes a
situation in which data in a form should not be up-
datable when some flag has been set. Not updatable
means that it’s a dead-end state, but one that repre-
sents a valid, correctly completed form. An example
is where the Dean has approved a leave application,
after which nothing in it can be changed anymore. In
this sense, determining dead-ends is very worthwhile,
helping the designer of the form to verify the rules he
supplied with the form.
Theorem 3 (Dead-Ends) Given a form including
a schema and access rules, and an instance tree over
the schema, it is decidable whether the instance can
be updated.
This result is due to our access rules language con-
forming to FO2, which is a decidable subset of First
Order logic using only two variables.
Unfortunately, because of the undecidability of
general reachibility, we cannot prove that the dead-
ends we found were reachable in the first place, mak-
ing this result somewhat less practical.
To end our examination of the secondary aim of this
work, i.e., under which circumstances would it be pos-
sible to automatically construct a workflow process
from a form definition, we offer the conjecture that a
positive result may be found when a slightly weaker
access rules language is used.
Conjecture 1 (Decidability) Given a form with a
schema, access rules over the proposed XPath subset
without negation, and a completed form formula, it is
decidable whether a completion state can be reached.
6 Conclusion, Implementations, and Future
Work
Conclusion. We have presented a formal model for
a form-based peer-ro-peer web information system.
The model includes a definition for forms that in-
corporate a schema extended with access rules. A
schema may be constructed by re-using elements from
other schemas, both on the same peer and on other
peers. This re-use is done via isa relationships. With
a schema corresponds an instance in the form of a
graph. To allow the access rules to traverse upwards
to just one parent of a node, the instance is shred-
ded into a forest of trees. The access rules impose
an implicit order for data entry in the corresponding
form, enabling us to check whether a workflow graph
can be constructed, and to find specific states in the
workflow.
Future Work
We are currently refining the data model we presented
in this paper, and are investigating, given that data
model, what subsets of the rule language do allow
decidability while still maintaining a practical level
of expressiveness.
We will also construct a rigorous proof, based on
our current sketch, that the information leakage prop-
erty we presented in Section 4.3 is decidable.
Implementation
On a practical level, we have already implemented
a first prototype of very limited abilities [6] and are
starting work on a second prototype that implements
most of the ideas presented in this paper. Many prac-
tical issues, such as user interface design, will not be
dealt with in this second prototype and will require
additional research.
The second prototype is built around a substantially
altered version of the Document Object Model as im-
plemented in Java by the Xerces Apache project. It
is currently a stand-alone forms server that accepts
requests and updates and returns a form instance re-
stricted by applying the relevant access rights. Ex-
tending it to enable peer-to-peer communication is
being planned.
Derivation of workflow processes is not yet considered
in the second prototype. This is the main goal of our
third prototype, concurrently being planned. Here
data is stored in a relational back-end, and a very re-
stricted access rules language is offered. A key design
issue is how to push the checking of access rules to
the relational database.
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